
Action Needed Government Commitments 

Tougher penalties

Ontario has the worst contraband tobacco problem in Canada. The province 
acknowledges that it is a growing problem. But what has happened in the last 

three years to address it?
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More powers for local police
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Manufacturing and Smoke 
Shacks

Status
• In the last three provincial budgets, the government of  

Ontario has committed to new fines for contraband 
tobacco offences, yet no action was taken.

• Smuggling cigarettes is lucrative- a van full of  contraband 
tobacco can yield almost $20,000 in profits. Penalties must 
have a bite to be effective.

• In each of  the last three budgets the province has 
committed to introducing measures to enhance police 
powers to deal with illegal cigarettes including the ability to 
impound vehicles and the ability for local police to conduct 
anti-contraband investigations.

• This has yet to be enacted.

• No commitments.
• There are about 50 illegal cigarette factories operating in 

Canada, many in Ontario that are not inspected by the 
government. 

• These smoke shacks sell “baggies” of  200 illegal cigarettes for 
as low as $8 with no taxes paid.  

• There are no commitments to address the manufacturing and 
smuggling of  illegal tobacco.

• Smoke shacks that are selling product without proper regulation 
aren’t exactly concerned with checking ID when making sales.

• Contraband tobacco is a major drain on the Ontario 
budget. The Canadian Taxpayers Federation estimates 
that lost taxes from illegal cigarettes in Ontario cost the 
provincial and federal governments more than a billion 
dollars a year. 

• The Ontario government is losing hundreds of  millions 
of  dollars annually which is ending up in the pockets of  
criminals.  Contraband tobacco is linked to an estimated 
175 criminal gangs in Canada.

• This is a positive step, and it will be important to see the 
results.

• With such a large contraband problem operating out 
of  multiple different First Nations reserves, it will take 
years before any type of  system is actually in place and 
functioning (if  ever).

• More immediate measures are required.

Pilots programs 
have been 
launched.

www.stopcontrabandtobacco.ca


